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Remote or Hybrid?

This seems to be a very loaded question recently. Much has been said but

not all is yet clear. After an extremely difficult period of lockdowns and

quarantines companies are finally regrouping and thinking of the day

after.

Is the office still there?

Physically the office is still there;  mentally most of us are just not ready to

go back to our old 9-5 in-office work life. Studies show that the majority

(72%1) of workers want a minimum of 2 home office days a week. 75%2 said

they want to return to an office (in some constellation). Now companies

have a new dilemma to tackle: How do we bring the employees back? if at

all...

Through this guide we will share some of our internal yoffix knowledge and

understandings and offer you a way to deploy a hybrid workplace

environment that is sustainable and puts the employees in the center.

2 CNBC - 3/4 workers want to return to an office in the future, Dec. 2020.

1 JLL Research - Global workforce expectations are shifting due to Covid-19, Nov. 2020.
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Where to start?

With this organized checklist you’ll be ready to hit the ground running and

become a hybrid workplace in no time.

✅ Brainstorm with management

✅ Have HR survey the employees

✅ Create an employee / management hybrid committee (optional)

✅ Define your concept - set rules

✅ Communicate your plan

✅ Rethink your office space

✅ Adjust if needed

Getting started as soon as possible is crucial and detrimental to having a

successful and productive company. Employees need stability and a

proper setting. As an employer you want to be on top of your work

processes and ensure a seamless experience for everyone no matter

where they work from.

We have not attached an adjustment plan, as this would be an individual

company scenario. However, if help is needed our Customer Success team

is at your service.
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Brainstorming

This isn’t a crucial step and could be dropped on the way, but we found

that it is very helpful for multiple reasons: People have a chance to voice

their concerns and opinions. Many of us have different experiences and

different perspectives. The more people that are involved in decision

making the more likely it will fit your company culture. So book a room, sit

down and make a list of ideas of what you think is necessary / needed /

nice to have when employees return to the office. Are you as a company

planning to promote their return / force a return / allow flexibility? Do some

teams need more face-time than others?
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Surveying

We believe this step is important for a successful transition. Taking your

employees' sentiment into consideration will allow you to value their shift in

opinion post Covid-19. It will also allow you to better understand their home

set-up. Possible questions to include in a survey:

🟣 How many days a week do you want to work from home?

🟣 Do you feel that personal collaboration is crucial for success?

🟣 Is the onboarding process clear enough for new employees?

🟣 Is a dedicated desk necessary?

🟣 Do you have a comfortable home office set-up?

🟣Would you like the company to subsidize lunches for home-office

days?

[Using yoffix could be a great way to survey your employees and better

understand the data. We offer an onboarding questionnaire to all

employees you invite to the platform. This questionnaire will include

information on their home set-up. For example: Do they have a private

space to work in? Are they comfortable? Is their wifi strong enough? and

other questions we prepared. This questionnaire is customizable, allowing

you to decide what questions are needed within your organization. Data is

kept within your company only and is private. We ensure the highest

compliance to GDPR with servers only in Germany.]
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Hybrid Work Committee

Once survey results are aggregated, It’s time to understand what

approach your company would set.3 Are you Flexible (around 3-4 days a

week in the office)? Maybe you are Remote friendly? (0-3 days a week in

the office)? Or maybe you’ve decided to go all remote and close the office.

As mentioned before, creating a Hybrid Work Committee is optional. It does

help ensure a smoother process. Combining both managers and

employees when making decisions on company culture will allow to make

sure rules are agreed upon and followed, communication channels are

open and everyone agrees to follow the chosen path. It’s also an

opportunity to allow employees to voice their opinions.

This committee should agree on:

🟣 How many days in the office or in home-office

🟣Maximum/minimum time for scheduled attendance in advance

🟣 Collaboration projects

🟣 Team days

🟣 Flexible desk usage

🟣 Other ways to increase satisfaction

🟣 Cost reduction on space and utilities if applicable

🟣 Processes for tracking Covid-19 affected people

3 Check out “Understand the differences” in the next page for definitions.
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Understand the differences

Flexible work refers to non-traditional work arrangements. In this type of

work face-to-face interactions are the priority and some approval process

is necessary on a case to case basis. Remote work is less common when

taking this approach.

Hybrid work refers to a work arrangement that allows employees to work a

certain (sometimes) predetermined number of days in and out of the

office. Work from home (WFH) is enhanced by the company ensuring that

employees have all they need to be effective wherever they work.

Remote-friendly hybrid work leverages the flexibility of a hybrid workplace

which allows talent acquisition expansion worldwide, while still preserving

office work prodiment for regular collaboration in the office.

Remote work is a method of working that allows professionals to work for a

company without being physically present in any of the premises. Thus

offering a non-traditional office environment. It is based on the concept

that work does not need to be done in a specific place to be executed

successfully.
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Define your concept

Understanding what would be the best fit for

your company should probably be decided

on by this stage.

A few pointers to consider:

🟣 Time in advance to schedule

employee attendance.

🟣Min / max days a week in the office or

at home.

🟣 Dedicate desks for flexible use,

dedicated use or team use.

🟣 Define team lead responsibilities.

🟣 Empower office managers to lead the

change.
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Communicate your plan

Transparent communication with staff is not only trendy but also makes a

lot of sense. After a long period at home, with uncertainties and even

sometimes fear and anxiety it’s best to keep communication open. Your

employees are likely looking for guidance, stability and security also at

work.

We recommend making meaningful time based meetings and updating

them as often as you determine best. Other ways to organize your

communication flow can include:

1. Regular updates via slack (or other means of communication).

Maybe even creating a designated group/ forum.

2. Prioritize your tasks, projects and also teams in case of any changes

in attendance regulations (restrictions).

3. Conduct an “all hands on deck” meeting and let others ask

questions, address their concerns and let them feel secure and

aware.

4. Communicate who is responsible for what, and who is a contact

person related their hybrid work questions and needs.

5. If you're using yoffix we encourage you to inform your employees on

waiting-list procedures that are set to days with desk overbooking.
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Rethink your office space

In some cases moving to a hybrid work model could mean changing your

physical office space. While some companies prefer to minimize square

meters and avoid large empty offices that create a sense of isolation;

Others create new flexible spaces where desks can be shared or reserved

in advance and some do both. Either way we got you covered.

[Yoffix is happy to assist here in many ways:

Yoffix helps you track the usage of your space and allows you to properly

manage attendance and guests.

Yoffix offers a custom report that can help calculate the amount of

needed seating space for any size company upon going hybrid. Cost

reduction and further optimization reporting will be conducted for you

automatically on a regular basis.

Yoffix has also partnered with German office design leader Designfunktion

and  would like to offer you not only discounts on office furniture but also a

tailored consultancy on how to better optimize the current space you

have.]
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Why choose yoffix

Fully GDPR compliant, servers in Germany

Desk booking with integrated floor plans

Intuitive UX, quick and smooth onboarding

Customizable, Integrations with Personio, slack etc…

Dedicated support

Reporting and analytics

Learn more
Or contact us

🌐www.yoffix.com
📧hello@yoffix.com

🟣Book a demo
🟣Try for free
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